Secure Voice Communication
for BlackBerry® Smartphones

BlackBerry® smartphones are widely used in mobile business communication. And BlackBerry® e-mail communication enjoys a high level of trust. But what about voice data and text messages – both of which are completely unprotected? This is a risk that shouldn't be taken lightly: phone tapping is no longer reserved for the experts.

If your sensitive information falls into the wrong hands, your company could face financial losses as well as damage to its corporate image. Protect your company secrets – easily and effectively.
Make phone calls as always – but securely!
All conversations between SecuVOICE users are hardware-encrypted and callers are unmistakably authenticated. Now you can make highly secure phone calls using the leading VoIP technology. SecuVOICE works with all price plans which support VoIP.

**As easy as always:**
- sending of secure text messages
- suitable for BlackBerry® smartphones (OS 5.0 and OS 7.0)
- intuitive to use

**More secure than ever before:**
- encryption and decryption fully encapsulated inside the Secusmart Security Card
- secure authentication of all callers
- VoIP technology ensures high level of future compatibility

Secure Communication